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Working with nature
With the words ‘golf’ and ‘environment’ increasingly being linked, we look at three courses to find out how they are tackling sensitive ecology issues. Linlithgow, Temple and Glenelags explain their policies for the 1990s Pages 17-21

Preparing for a major championship
The Bell’s Scottish Open is a four-day event, but preparations behind it stretch into years. We explain the procedures which stop the Bell’s from taking its toll Pages 9-11

Our friend in high places
He’s the esteemed elder statesman of British politics but his first love is golf... Chris Boiling meets BIGGA president and greenkeepers’ champion Viscount Whitelaw Pages 22-23

Voting with their feet
St Enodoc takes the hammering of 75,000 rounds of golf each year. Head greenkeeper Stuart Dymond explains how he keeps compaction under control Pages 33-37

Regular features

News A bumper round-up of all that’s happening in our industry, including how BTME ’95 has almost reached capacity Pages 5, 7, 15, 25, 31

Namesearch A new competition to stir up your grey matter. Solve it and you could win £50 or a BIGGA blazer Pages 40

Around the Green Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what’s going on, including news of the Hayter Challenge Regional Finals: Pages 26-30

Cover Graze-y days of summer on the course at New Forest Golf Club. Picture by Joe McCarthy

WIN £50 CASH IN OUR BUYER’S GUIDE COMPETITION: TURN TO PAGE 44

ADVERTISING WORKS IN GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL:

The response from our Buyer’s Guide far outweighs the expense of the ad. We can reach a much wider audience which is not restricted to the English market.

- JESSE JOHNSON, Managing Director, Liquid Sod Inc

FOR MORE DETAILS CALL: Bill Lynch on 091 413 7218, or Carol Dutton or Louise Lunn at BIGGA HQ on 0347 838581.